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About This Game

No gears, no glory! Control gigantic fighting robots and duke it out across fantastic cityscapes in this 3D mech-based brawler!
Epic and explosive battles await with anime-inspired mechs in local and online versus game modes, party co-op with two to four

players, and a single-player campaign.

Explosive Battles.
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Take control of a gigantic mech and lay waste to entire cities as you fight other massive opponents.

Supercharged Mechs.

Pilot 12 outrageous mechs of epic, skyscraper-sized proportions, each with diverse fighting styles and unique skills.

Real-World Locations.

Destroy 3D arenas modeled after actual cities and countries, including Tokyo, Egypt, San Francisco, and Mexico.

Multiple Game Modes.

Challenge other players in local and online Versus & Co-Op modes and experience Override’s story in a single-player campaign.

Party Co-op.

Gather 2 to 4 friends to engage in party co-op where each player is responsible for one part of a towering mech!

The Garage.

Customize your mechs in the Garage, changing their accessories and skins to create your own unique style.

More Mechs, More Mayhem.

Super Charged Mega Edition includes Season Pass, delivering 4 extra mechs and 16 new skins post-launch, as well as instant
access to 12 legendary skins normally unlocked in the Standard Edition.

Customize Your Mech!

Supercharged Co-Op Fighting!
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Powerful and Unique Ultimates!

Pilot a diverse roster of epic, skyscraper-sized mechs, each with their own play style, special moves, and finishers in the ultimate
mech fighting game! Tower over your opponents and lay waste to entire cities underfoot. Destroy 3D arenas modeled after

actual cities and countries, including Tokyo, Egypt, San Francisco, and Mexico. Challenge other players, gathering two to four
friends to engage in dynamic co-op gameplay where each player is responsible for one part of a towering mech! Customize your

mechs in the Garage, changing their accessories and skins to create your own unique style!
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This is a fun enough game to play - it delivers what the store page claims. You are having a tea party with a stuffed animal
(Ted), who demands certain items be dropped in front of him. You just go down the list. There are like five different
environments.

Pros:
+It gets laughs just like Surgeon Simulator did
+You can actually walk quite a bit around the area now

Cons:
-Regretfully, I didn't realize until after I purchased this, that this game is not made by the same developers that did Surgeon
Simulator, which is fine except they totally rip off the game style (same font, idea, and graphical style)
-There is alot to interact with, but I feel there could be more. For example, there are many items\/cabinets\/handles on the
fringes of the rooms that look interactable, but are not
-Only five environments, as I have heard (I have witnessed two)
-Price is steep for what it is

Overall, it was fun, but I certainly won't get anywhere near 10 hours out of this. I was on the fence about the 'no' vote - but
this is fair warning so my Steam friends know what they are getting into. This does not have the content of Goat Simulator. I
suppose the cheap laughs might be worth it if it is on deep discount.. Don't. Just don't. Unless you like facing Mongol hordes
and you usually play in Western Europe. Doesn't add enough to make it worth while.

Interesting idea, poorly executed.

2\/5. A good, deep simulation of Roman warfare.
I do recommend picking up the Rise of Rome and the Punic Wars dlc as these scenario's are more varied and not 'Roman vs
Roman'. Carefull though... the game has a steep learning curve.
I only played it so far at the easier difficulties after watchign a few let's plays.
I definitely prefer the DLC scenarios. So pick them up and the basegame at a discount.
...definitely wait for a discount as the game is not for all.
Expect a steep learning curve and a bit of a slow engine.
To learn the game I recommed starting with the Spartacus Revolt or the Third Samnite War scenarios.. FALLEN FALLEN
=). goodies are nice in all. This game is silly, but yet hard to play.
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Very much like Istrolid http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/449140 but in VR and 3d... Really well done! runs well, plays
well, custom ships (block based system) It doesnt have as many blocks as Istrolid does but I think this devs great and when
people start talking about this game it is going to blow up... The price is fantastic.. seen large indie companies make games and
charge 30 bucks that were not as good.. buy it, try it, love it!. tbh i kinda thought it would suck, but i got it for like 60 cents, and
after playing it for like 20 30 mins I can say that it's pretty fun and alot better then I thought it would be, really good soundtrack
too.. This game makes me smile and laugh each time I play it .
So fun to play , especially with friends .
. If you like the idea of a match three game where you're rewarded with pervy art, you could do worse than this game. The
match three aspect is relaxed and doesn't push a fast pace on you. The art is cute, and uses a creative approach of beginning as
basic figure lines and gradually developing into detailed full colour. Overall not a very long experience, maybe 2h at most.
 There's a "chat" funtion that uses a really basic chatbot, it won't be a contender for the Turing test.

Certainly worth it for the sale price I picked it up at.. Mythology + Total War = King Arthur the RP Wargame
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